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Abstract
The notion of contextual (or operational) equivalence is fundamental in the theory of pro-
gramming languages. By setting up a notion of bisimilarity, and showing that it coincides with
contextual equivalence, one obtains a simple coinductive proof technique for showing that two
programs are equivalent in all contexts. In this paper we apply these (now standard) techniques
to interactions nets, a graphical programming language characterized by local reduction. This
work generalizes previous studies of operational equivalence in typed interaction nets since it
can be applied to untyped systems, thus all systems of interaction nets are captured.
c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Interaction nets, introduced by Lafont [11], are graph rewriting systems which gen-
eralize multiplicative proof nets of linear logic [6]. One interesting aspect of interaction
nets is that they can be regarded both as a high-level programming language, or as a
low-level implementation (machine) language. An interaction net program consists of
a net (a graph built from a set of agents and wires) and a set of interaction rules that
describe the way in which the net will be reduced. We are interested in the problem of
de;ning an equivalence relation between programs that compute the same results, or
in other words, that behave in the same way, in all contexts. In that case, one program
can be replaced by the other, for example for e<ciency reasons, without altering the
operational semantics of the system. To de;ne this equivalence relation we ;rst need
to develop an operational theory of interaction nets specifying in a precise way how
programs are executed (i.e. a strategy of evaluation of nets and a notion of value).
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In [3] we proposed a way of adapting the coinductive techniques, used successfully
for the functional and object-oriented programming paradigms, to give a notion of
operational equivalence for the interaction paradigm. The language of interaction nets
that was studied focussed on the notion of type, which is natural if interaction nets are
seen as a programming paradigm. In particular, types allow us to distinguish values
from programs. However, some applications of interaction nets do not ;t into the typed
framework in a natural way. For instance, systems based on the interaction combinators
[12], or the systems of interaction used for the encoding of the -calculus [14], are un-
typed. Although it is possible to develop a type system for them [10], a natural approach
would be to develop an operational theory of interaction nets that does not rely on the
notion of types. The same remark can be made in the case of functional languages
based on the -calculus, where two diDerent approaches can be found in the literature,
depending on whether the calculus is typed (see for instance [16]) or untyped [1].
In this paper we present an operational theory for untyped interaction nets, including
a notion of contextual equivalence (also called operational or observational equivalence)
and an associated bisimilarity relation which permits the use of coinductive techniques
in the proofs of operational equivalence. To express these notions we use the textual
calculus of interaction nets presented in [4] instead of the graphical language. This
allows us to give a concise and formal presentation, leaving the use of diagrams for
the examples and intuitive explanations.
A system of interaction nets is a user-de;ned language, in the same spirit as systems
based on term-rewriting. Our results are applicable to any system of interaction nets;
we are not restricted to one speci;c set of rules. If the system is typed, the information
provided by types can be used to obtain a more re;ned equivalence relation between
nets, recovering the results of [3]. We remark that interaction nets are also used as an
object language for the coding of other rewriting systems. The -calculus is perhaps
the most studied example of this (see e.g. [7,14]). Our results are also applicable here,
so we have a proof technique for optimizations of such systems.
Related work. Surprisingly, there is very little in the literature about equivalence of
interaction nets. Only ad hoc techniques, or very restrictive notions like having the
same normal form, seem to have been used. We mention two works where equivalence
arises: Lafont [12] studies various permutations of agents which are equivalent in a
given path semantics for the interaction combinators; however, these are only valid
for the system of combinators and do not cover the contextual equivalence. Bechet
[2], in the study of partial evaluation of interaction nets, has studied simple cases
of behavioural equivalence, in particular, when collections of agents behave like the
identity (a connecting edge). This notion of equivalence is used mostly for optimizing
speci;c rules.
The methods that we use here are inspired by those of Gordon [8], Howe [9], and
Pitts [16] for bisimulation. In particular, we follow the abstract approach of Howe in
this paper, generalizing the ideas to interaction nets.
Overview. The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In the next section we set
up the de;nition of interaction nets. In Section 3 we de;ne our evaluation strategy.
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Section 4 sets up the notion of bisimilarity. In Section 5 we give some examples of
use of this relation. In Section 6 we formalize the notion of contextual equivalence,
and Section 7 shows that this coincides with bisimilarity. Finally, we conclude the
paper in Section 8. This paper is a revised and extended version of a paper presented
at LATIN’00 [5].
2. Background
Interaction nets were presented by Lafont [11] as a graphical programming paradigm
where computation is local and strongly conHuent, and as a consequence reduction can
be easily parallelized (taking place at several places at the same time) [15]. We begin
by recalling a textual calculus of interaction nets that we will use for the rest of
the paper; we refer the reader to [4] for a more detailed description and examples.
We remark that all that we have to say can be recast in the graphical framework of
interaction nets, but the calculus allows us to write de;nitions and proofs in a more
concise and formal way. Moreover, the calculus brings out some of the ;ner details of
interaction nets which are implicit in the graphical framework.
A program consists of a set of rules and a net, which in the calculus is represented
by a con;guration. The main components of con;gurations are terms and equations,
which are de;ned from agents and variables (also called names).
Agents. Let  be a set of symbols, ranged over by ; ; : : : ; each with a given ar-
ity ar :→N. An occurrence of a symbol will be called an agent. Every agent has
one principal port and a number of auxiliary ports equal to its arity. Graphically, the
principal port of an agent is indicated by an arrow.
The set of symbols can be partitioned into a set of constructors and a set of de-
structors: =C∪D. For instance, if we are programming arithmetic operations on
natural numbers encoded by the agents Z (zero) and S (successor), it is standard to
consider Z and S as constructors, and the agents encoding the operations of addition,
multiplication, etc. as destructors.
Names. Let N be a set of names, ranged over by x; y; z, etc. Names denote ports of
agents in the graphical representation. We assume that N and  are disjoint.
Terms. A term is built on  and N by the grammar: t ::= x | (t1; : : : ; tn), where x∈N ,
∈, ar()= n and t1; : : : ; tn are terms, with the restriction that each name may appear
at most twice. If n=0, then we omit the parentheses. N(t) denotes the set of names
occurring in t. If a name occurs twice in a term, we say that it is bound, otherwise it
is free. Since free names occur exactly once, we say that terms are linear. We write t˜
for a list of terms t1; : : : ; tn. Graphically, a term of the form (˜t ) can be seen as a tree
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with the principal port of  at the root, and where the terms t1; : : : ; tn are the subtrees
connected to the auxiliary ports of .
A free variable represents a free port, and a bound variable represents a wire connecting
two auxiliary ports (this is why a variable can occur at most twice in a term).
Terms cannot represent all nets since in a tree there are no connections between two
principal ports. For this we introduce equations.
Equations. If t and u are terms, then the (unordered) pair t== u is an equation.
, ; : : : will be used to range over multisets of equations. Examples of equations
include: x== (˜t), x==y, (˜t )== (u˜). The graphical representation of an equation
(˜t )== (u˜) is a pair of trees connected by their roots (principal ports), as in the
diagram below:
Interaction rules. Rules are pairs of terms written as (˜t ) ./ (u˜), where (; )∈2 is
the redex, called the active pair, of the rule. All names occur exactly twice in a rule,
and there is one rule for each pair of agents. In the graphical framework, interaction
rules are oriented pairs of graphs, at the left we have the active pair and at the right
the net that will replace it in a reduction step. In the calculus, the terms t˜, u˜ represent
the right-hand side of the graph rewriting rule.
We now have all the machinery that we need to de;ne interaction nets.
De nition 1 (Con;gurations). A con=guration is a pair: c=(R; 〈˜t |〉), where R is a
set of rules, t˜ a list t1; : : : ; tn of terms, and  a multiset of equations. Each variable
occurs at most twice in c. If a name occurs once in c then it is free, otherwise it is
bound. For simplicity we sometimes omit R when there is no ambiguity. We use c; c′
to range over con;gurations. We call t˜ the head and  the body of a con;guration.
Intuitively, (R; 〈˜t |〉) represents an interaction net that we evaluate using R; 
gives the set of active pairs and the renamings of the net. To draw the net represented
by a con;guration c= 〈˜t |〉, we simply draw the trees for the terms in c, connect the
common variables together, and connect the trees corresponding to the members of an
equation together on their roots. The roots of the terms in the head of the con;guration
and the free names correspond to ports in the interface (i.e. the free ports) of the net.
Note that the head of the con;guration may contain all or just some of the ports in the
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interface of the net, called observable. For this reason, the head is sometimes called
the observable interface of the con;guration.
We work modulo -equivalence for bound names as usual, but also for free names.
Con;gurations that diDer only on the names of the free variables are equivalent, since
they represent the same net.
Example 2 (Con;gurations and rules). The system of interaction representing proof
nets of multiplicative linear logic consists of two agents, o and ⊗ of arity 2, and
one interaction rule, represented graphically as
In the calculus this rule is written as: o(x; y) ./⊗ (x; y). The con;guration
〈c |o(a; a)=⊗ (o(b; b); c)〉
represents a net with one active pair and only one free port:
The con;guration 〈c |o(a; a)==⊗ (b; b)〉 represents a net without an interface, con-
taining an active pair. The empty net is represented by 〈 | 〉, and the con;guration
〈x; x | 〉 represents a net containing just a wire.
Computation is performed by rewriting equations in con;gurations using the appro-
priate rule, as described by the following rewrite system on con;gurations, where if
r is a rule, rˆ denotes a fresh generic instance of r, that is, a copy of r where we
introduce a new set of names:
Indirection. If x∈N(u), then x== t; u== v−→ u[t=x] == v.
Interaction. If r ∈R and rˆ= (t′1; : : : ; t′n) ./ (u′1; : : : ; u′m), then
(t1; : : : ; tn)== (u1; : : : ; um)→
t1 == t′1; : : : ; tn== t
′
n; u1 == u
′
1; : : : ; um== u
′
m
Context. If −→′, then 〈˜t |; ; ′〉−→ 〈˜t |; ′; ′〉.
Collect. If x∈N(˜t ), then 〈˜t | x== u; 〉−→ 〈˜t [u=x] |〉.
This rewrite system generates an equational theory, the corresponding equivalence
relation is denoted by c↔∗c′. The reduction relation → is strongly conHuent [4].
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3. Evaluation
Various strategies of evaluation and notions of value can be de;ned in the calculus
(see [4]). The values (or canonical forms) that we use in this paper are called interface
normal forms. Intuitively, a con;guration is in interface normal form if the terms in
its head are rooted by agents, or, if a term is a variable, then it will never be changed
by reduction. Graphically, an interaction net is in interface normal form when there
are principal ports on all of the observable interface, or, if a port x is not principal,
then it will never become principal by reduction. In the latter case two situations are
possible, either there is a path starting from x and following principal ports leading to
a free port y (this is called an open path), or there is a cycle of principal ports, as
depicted in Fig. 1.
De nition 3 (Open path, cycle). A term ti in the head of a con;guration 〈˜t |〉 is in an
open path if ti = x such that x∈N(tj) for some j 
= i, or x∈N(u) for some y== u∈,
where y∈N is free. It is in a cycle if ti = x and x∈N(u) for some y== u∈ where
y∈N(u).
De nition 4 (Interface normal form). A con;guration (R; 〈˜t |〉) is in interface
normal form (INF) if each ti in t˜ is of one of the following canonical forms:
• (˜s). e.g.
〈S(x) | x==Z; 〉
• x, where x is in an open path. e.g.
〈x; x |〉
• x, where x occurs in a cycle of principal ports. e.g.
〈x |y== ((y); x); 〉




Fig. 1. Open path between x and y (left), and cycle (right).
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Example 5. The con;guration 〈x | "(x; y)=y〉 is in INF , since the principal port of "
is in a cycle. The con;guration c= 〈x | "(x; y)= I(y)〉 is not in INF , but reduces to
〈I(x) | "(x; y)= I(y)〉 in INF using the rule:
"(I(x); I(y)) ./ I("(x; y))
Computing interface normal forms suggests that we do the minimum work required
to bring principal ports to the interface, applying the rules only when they are needed.
This strategy is de;ned by the set of inference rules:
Axiom:
c ∈ INF
c ⇓ c (Axiom):
Collect:
〈t1; : : : ; t; : : : ; tn |〉 ⇓ c
〈t1; : : : ; x; : : : ; tn | x== t; 〉 ⇓ c (Collect):
Indirection: if x∈N(u) and y∈N(t; u== v)
〈t1; : : : ; y; : : : ; tn | u[t=x] == v; 〉 ⇓ c
〈t1; : : : ; y; : : : ; tn | x== t; u== v;L〉 ⇓ c (Indirection):
Interaction: if x∈N((˜t )== (u˜)), r ∈R, rˆ= (t˜′) ./ (u˜′)




u== u′; 〉 ⇓ c
〈s1; : : : ; x; : : : ; sn | (˜t)== (u˜); 〉 ⇓ c (Interaction):
We write c⇓ v if v is the interface normal form of c, that is, if the judgement c⇓ v
can be derived in the previous system. We write c⇓i v if the rules Indirection and
Interaction are only applied when the variable is at position i in the head of the
con;guration and the axiom is replaced by
c ∈ INFi
c ⇓i c
In other words, if c⇓i v then the position i in the head of v is canonical.
Example 6 (Natural numbers). Let = {Z;S;A} with ar(Z)= 0, ar(S)= 1, ar(A)= 2,
and R:
A(S(x); y) ./ S(A(x; y));
A(x; x) ./ Z:
In this system, A represents addition, and Z, S are respectively zero and successor. The
net for 1+1 is given by the con;guration
c = (R; 〈a |A(a;S(Z))==S(Z)〉):
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The interface normal form is v= 〈S(x′) |y′==S(Z);A(x′; y′)== Z〉, obtained as
follows:
〈S(x′) |y′==S(Z);A(x′; y′)==Z〉 ⇓ v (Axiom)
〈a |S(x′)== a; y′==S(Z);A(x′; y′)==Z〉 ⇓ v (Collect)
〈a |A(a;S(Z))==S(Z)〉 ⇓ v (Interaction)
Graphically, the rules for this system are represented as
and the con;guration c is depicted as
which reduces to v in INF as follows:
Example 7 (Combinators). The interaction combinators [12] are a system of interaction
built from the agents: # of arity 0, " and $ of arity 2, together with the following
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Fig. 2. Interaction combinators: rules.
six rules:
"($(a; b); $(c; d)) ./ $("(a; c); "(b; d));
$(x; y) ./ $(y; x);
"(x; y) ./ "(x; y);
$(#; #) ./ #;
"(#; #) ./ #;
# ./ #:
In Fig. 2 we show the graphical representation of these rules. Although there is an
in;nite reduction sequence starting from the con;guration
〈x | $(y; x) = "(#; y)〉
it has an interface normal form
〈"(a; b) | # = $(c; a); "(c; d) = $(d; b)〉:
The following properties are proved in [4].
Proposition 8 (Determinacy). c⇓ c′ and c⇓ c′′ implies c′= c′′.
Proposition 9. If we consider only the rules Indirection and Collect and the Axiom
(excluding Interaction), the system of evaluation is terminating.
4. Bisimilarity
In functional languages, or simply the -calculus, we consider two functions equiv-
alent when we can apply them to the same arguments, and obtain the same result in
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each case. In other words, we perform some form of experiment on the objects under
test, and compare the results: the way that we can interact with a function is to apply
it to an argument. For interaction nets, we take this general idea as inspiration. The
only way that we can make experiments with a net is to interact with it on a free
principal port. Hence, connecting nets on free principal ports is our analogue of ap-
plying a function to an argument. We are then able to evaluate the nets, and compare
the results. After evaluation, all that we can observe about a net is the fact that some
principal ports are at the interface, which is analogous to observing that a -term has
evaluated to an abstraction.
Depending on the application, we may be interested in comparing only part of the
interface of the nets: the observable ports. Only the observable ports are available for
the experiments, the other free ports are hidden. It only makes sense to compare nets
that have the same number of observable ports. Con;gurations with the same number
of terms in the head will be said comparable.
To compare two con;gurations, we evaluate them to interface normal form and
compare the heads term by term. It might be that some observable ports do not have
a canonical form (the relation ⇓i is unde;ned at that position: c =⇓i), or that there is a
cycle of principal ports, in which case nothing will ever change at this port, no matter
what we connect. The interesting cases in the comparison appear when, by evaluating
the con;gurations at position i, we obtain terms rooted by agents or open paths. In
the ;rst case, we can compare the agents, and in the second case, by connecting
agents to the other end of the open path (say at position j in the observable interface)
we might obtain diDerent (or the same) results at position i. In summary, given two
con;gurations to be compared, our experiments will apply to each position i in the
observable interface and will consist in:
(1) ;nding the canonical form of the con;gurations at position i (INFi);
(2) comparing the roots of the terms for each position i in the observable interface.
If they are equal, we continue our experiments in the rest of the con;guration.
If they are diDerent, there are two cases: if they are constructors, we can already
decide that the con;gurations are not equivalent, otherwise, we need to provide
an agent to interact with at this position, and see if the behaviour is the same (i.e.
we have to continue our experiments).
Two con;gurations that cannot be distinguished by any experiment will be called
bisimilar. We will show that the bisimilarity relation can be de;ned as the greatest
post-;xpoint of an operator (which allows us to use coinductive techniques to prove
that two con;gurations are bisimilar), and more important, it coincides with the con-
textual equivalence, that is, two bisimilar con;gurations cannot be distinguished by any
context and can therefore be exchanged without altering the semantics of the system.
We begin with some basic de;nitions to formalize these ideas.
De nition 10 (Visible interface). We say that a con;guration
c = 〈t1; : : : ; tn |〉 ∈ INFi
has a visible interface at position i if either ti is not a variable or there is an open path
starting at ti and ;nishing at some tj = ′(u˜)∈ t˜, that is, ti = (u˜) or ti = x and there is an
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open path to tj = ′(u˜). The visible agent at position i is  in the ;rst case, ′ in the sec-
ond case. The rest of the net is called the kernel: Ki(c)= 〈t1; : : : ; tk−1; u˜; tk+1; : : : ; tn |〉
where k = i or k = j depending on whether we are in the ;rst or second case. The set
of new observable positions in Ki(c), denoted NPK(c; i), is the set of positions of the
terms u˜ if k = i, otherwise it contains just the new position of ti.
We denote by Vi the set of all the con;gurations with a visible interface at position i.
If v and v′ are comparable and have the same visible agent at position i, we write
SVAi(v; v′). If the visible agents are diDerent, but they are not both constructors, we
write ¬Constri(v; v′).
Graphically, a net has a visible interface at position i if the ith position of the
observable interface is a principal port, or an open path ;nishing at a principal port.
The following example illustrates this de;nition.
Example 11. Let c= 〈I(x); x | 〉. Since t1 = I(x) is not a variable, c∈V1. Since t2 = x
and there is an open path to t1 = I(x), c∈V2. The visible agent is I for both positions,
and K1(c)=K2(c)= 〈x; x | 〉. The net corresponding to the con;guration c contains just
one occurrence of agent I :
When we have diDerent agents in the visible interfaces of the nets under test, and
they are not constructors, we need to see if these agents behave in the same way for
each possible agent interacting with them. This is the intuition behind the following
de;nition.
De nition 12 (Closing). A closing at position i of a con;guration
c = 〈˜t |〉 ∈Vi
denoted by cli(c), is obtained from c by one of the following operations, where k = i,
or k = j if there is an open path starting at position i and ;nishing at position j in c:
(1) Replace tk = (˜s) in t˜, by a list of variables z1; : : : ; zp ∈N(u˜), and add to  the
equation tk == ′(u˜), where
• ′ is an agent such that there is an interaction rule for the active pair (; ′),
and
• the terms in u˜ are either new variables (in which case they can appear twice in
′(u˜) or once in ′(u˜) and once in z˜ ) or elements of t˜, in which case they are
erased from t˜.
The set NPcl(c; i) of new observable positions in cli(c) contains the positions of
the variables z1; : : : ; zp in the new head if i= k, otherwise it contains just the new
position of ti.
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(2) Erase tk and another term tp in t˜ and add tk == tp to . In this case NPcl(c; i)= ∅
if i= k, otherwise it contains just the new position of ti.
By abuse of notation, we will denote by cli(c′) the result of applying to a con;guration
c′ comparable with c the operations that de;ne a closing at position i for c.
Graphically, the ;rst operation corresponds to connecting the principal port of an
agent ′ to the kth observable port in the interface of the net, and connecting some
auxiliary ports of ′ between them (if a variable appears twice in z˜), or to other
observable ports in the net (if u˜ contains terms in t˜). The second operation corresponds
to simply adding a wire connecting the observable ports k and p.
Example 13. Let c= 〈I(x); x | 〉, c′= 〈x; x | 〉. The following are possible closings of c
at position 1. In each case we also show the con;guration resulting from applying
them to c′.
• cl1(c)= 〈z1; z2; x | I(x)= (z1; z2; z3; z3)〉 which results from connecting the principal
port of the agent  to the principal port of I , leaving two auxiliary ports of  free,
and connecting the other two together. The new observable positions are {1; 2}.
Applying the same operation to c′ we obtain cl1(c′)= 〈z1; z2; x | x= (z1; z2; z3; z3)〉.
• cl1(c)= 〈x | I(x)= #〉 results from applying the same operation with a 0-ary agent
#. In this case the set of new observable positions is empty. Applying the same
operation to c′ we obtain cl1(c′)= 〈x | x= #〉.
• cl1(c)= 〈 | I(x)= x〉 is a closing where we apply the second operation adding a link
between the ports of I . Again the set of new observable positions is empty (the net
does not have an interface). Applying this operation to c′ we obtain cl1(c′)=〈| x=x〉.
We consider a complete lattice (Rel; ⊆) where Rel is the set of binary relations
between pairs (c; i); (c′; i) such that c; c′ are comparable con;gurations whose heads
have at least i elements (i.e. we can talk of the ith observable port). Recall that a
complete lattice is a partially ordered set (X;6) such that every subset S ⊆X has a
least upper bound with respect to 6. The monotone operators 〈R〉 and [R] for R∈Rel
will be used to de;ne similarity and bisimilarity, respectively. A monotone operator
on (Rel; ⊆) is a function
/:Rel→ Rel
such that ∀R;R′ ∈Rel :R⊆R′⇒/(R)⊆/(R′).
De nition 14 (Operators). Let c; c′ be comparable con;gurations with at least i terms
in the head.
(c; i)〈R〉(c′; i) def⇔ c ⇓i v ∈Vi ⇒ ∃v′; (c′ ⇓i v′ and
either SVAi(v; v′) and
∀p ∈ NPK(v; i); (Ki(v); p)R (Ki(v′); p)
or¬Constri(v; v′) and
∀cli(v);∀p ∈ NPcl(v; i); (cli(v); p)R (cli(v′); p))
(c; i)[R](c′; i) def⇔ (c; i)〈R〉(c′; i) and (c′; i)〈R〉(c; i)
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Proposition 15. 〈·〉; [·] are monotone operators.
Proof. Let R;R′ ∈Rel such that R⊆R′. We will prove that 〈R〉⊆ 〈R′〉.
If (c; i)〈R〉(c′; i) then c⇓i v∈Vi implies c′ ⇓i v′ and either
• SVAi(v; v′) and ∀p∈NPK(v; i); (Ki(v); p)R(Ki(v′); p), in which case, since R⊆R′,
also (Ki(v); p)R′(Ki(v′); p); or
• ¬Constri(v; v′) and ∀cli(v); ∀p∈NPcl(v; i); (cli(v); p)R(cli(v′); p), in which case,
since R⊆R′, (cli(v); p)R′(cli(v′); p).
Therefore (c; i)〈R′〉(c′; i), and also (c; i)[R′](c′; i).
De nition 16 (Similarity, bisimilarity).
• A relation S∈Rel such that S⊆〈S〉 (i.e. S is a post-;xpoint of 〈·〉) is a sim-
ulation. The greatest such S is called a similarity, and written as -. If c; c′ are
comparable con;gurations with n elements in the head, then c -˜ c′ if (c; i)- (c′; i)
for all 16i6n.
• A relation B∈Rel such that B⊆ [B] (i.e. B is a post-;xpoint of [·]) is a bisim-
ulation. The greatest such B is called a bisimilarity, and written as . If c; c′ are
comparable con;gurations with n elements in the head, then c ˜ c′ if (c; i) (c′; i)
for all 16i6n.
Note that 〈·〉 and [·] posses a greatest post-;xpoint by the Tarski–Knaster ;xed
point theorem because (Rel;⊆) is a complete lattice, and they are monotone operators.
Moreover, - and  are ;xed points, i.e. -= 〈-〉 and = [], and hence satisfy
(c; i)- (c′; i) def⇔ c ⇓i v ∈Vi ⇒ ∃v′; (c′ ⇓i v′ and
either SVAi(v; v′) and
∀p ∈ NPK(v; i); (Ki(v); p)- (Ki(v′); p)
or¬Constri(v; v′) and
∀p ∈ NPcl(v; i); (cli(v); p)- (cli(v′); p))
(c; i)  (c′; i) def⇔ (c; i)- (c′; i) and (c′; i)- (c; i):
There are other alternatives for the de;nition of the operators 〈·〉 and [·], resulting in
diDerent relations - and . The choice is of course guided by the equivalence relation
that we want to capture.
Remark 17. The main diDerence with the typed approach to the de;nition of bisimi-
larity resides in the de;nition of closings and the way they are used in the de;nition
of the operators 〈·〉 and [·]. Here closings are applied “on demand” whereas they are
a static notion in the typed framework, since the type information tells us how many
arguments are needed for each agent. More precisely, in a typed net ports are classi;ed
as input or output, and a closing is built just by connecting agents to all the free input
ports. The subject reduction property ensures that reduction will not create new free
input ports. Two nets with free input ports are in the relation 〈R〉 if their closings are
(for every closing); for nets without free input ports, the de;nition is as given above
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but without the second case (where we apply a closing to v; v′) since all the closings
were done before hand. Instead, here we close one principal port at a time, and since
reduction might create a new free principal port, closings are applied in a dynamic way.
The following example illustrates this point.
Example 18. Let A be the addition agent de;ned in Example 6, and + be a new
version of addition where if one of the arguments is zero, we directly give the other
argument as result.
If we compare the nets in INF
we see that the visible interface is diDerent, and we have to apply a closing. This
provides an argument for the addition. But after evaluation, the visible interfaces might
still be diDerent. However, after applying a second argument the same agent is visible
in both nets. If we had type information saying that two of the ports of A and + are
inputs and the other is an output, we could close the input ports by providing two
arguments at once.
Proposition 19 (Coinduction principle). Let c; c′ be comparable con=gurations with
n observable ports. To prove c ˜ c′ it su@ces to =nd a bisimulation B such that
(c; i)B(c′; i) for 16i6n.
Proof. Since B⊆ [B], then B⊆. Hence if (c; i)B(c′; i) for 16i6n, then c ˜ c′.
Remark 20. The relations -,  can be de;ned by levels, in the same way as
Abramsky’s (bi)simulation for the untyped -calculus [1]. Let c; c′ be comparable
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con;gurations with n observable ports, we de;ne:
• level 0: (c; i)-0 (c′; i) holds for 16i6n;
• level k + 1: for 16i6n
(c; i)-k+1 (c′; i) def⇔ c ⇓i v ∈Vi ⇒ ∃v′; (c′ ⇓i v′ and
either SVAi(v; v′) and
∀p ∈ NPK(v; i); (Ki(v); p)-k (Ki(v′); p)
or¬Constri(v; v′) and
∀p ∈ NPcl(v; i); (cli(v); p)-k (cli(v′); p))
• (c; i)- (c′; i) def⇔∀k; (c; i)-k (c′; i).
In Section 5 we give some examples of application of the coinduction principle to
prove bisimilarity. In particular, we will show that two nets may be bisimilar even
if they are not equivalent in the equational theory de;ned by the interaction rules.
The bisimilarity relation strictly includes the equational theory ↔∗, as the following
theorem shows.
Theorem 21 (Bisimilarity includes the equational theory). If c↔∗c′ then c ˜ c′.
Proof. By coinduction. We show that the relation containing the pairs ((c; i); (c′; i))
such that c↔∗c′ is a bisimulation. If c⇓i v∈Vi then by strong conHuence c′ ⇓i v′ and
SVAi(v; v′). Moreover, Ki(v)↔∗Ki(v′) since v↔∗ v′.
5. Examples
In this section we shall show several examples of the use of the coinduction principle.
The identity agent and a wire. Let I be the identity agent de;ned by rules
I((x1; : : : ; xn)) ./ (I(x1); : : : ; I(xn))
for any ∈. Then 〈I(x); x | 〉 ˜ 〈x; x | 〉.
First we show that these con;gurations are in the relation -˜. By coinduction, it is
su<cient to prove that there is a simulation R containing these pairs for i=1; 2. We
will take R containing pairs ((c; i); (c′; i)) such that c′ is obtained from c by erasing the
I agents at the root of a term in the head, or at the root of a member of an equation.
The following con;gurations c; c′ are related by R:
c = 〈I(x1); : : : ; I(xn); x˜ | 〉;
c′ = 〈x˜; x˜ | 〉;
c = 〈I(x1); : : : ; I(xk−1); z˜; I(xk+1); : : : ; I(xn); x˜ | I(xk) = (˜z)〉;
c′ = 〈x1; : : : ; xk−1; z˜; xk+1; : : : ; xn; x˜ | xk = (˜z)〉;
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c = 〈I(x1); : : : ; I(xk−1); z˜; I(xk+1); : : : ; I(xn); ( ˜t[x]) | I(xk) = ′(˜z)〉;
c′ = 〈x1; : : : ; xk−1; z˜; xk+1; : : : ; xn; ( ˜t[x]) | xk = ′(˜z)〉:
When c⇓i v∈Vi, then c′ ⇓i v′, and either they have the same visible agent  at position
i, in which case the kernels are in the relation for all the new observable positions, or
if they diDer, then one is rooted by I and the other is just a variable. In that case the
closings are in the relation, which is su<cient since I is not a constructor.
To show 〈x; x | 〉-˜〈I(x); x | 〉 we take the symmetric of R.
In the same way we can prove that 〈x | "(x; y)=y〉 ˜ 〈x | "(x; y)= I(y)〉. Although
the interface normal forms have diDerent visible agents (see Example 5), we can take
the same R as before to prove that they are bisimilar.
Two versions of addition. We consider now the two agents A and + de;ned in Ex-
ample 18. We can prove 〈+(x; y); x; y | 〉 ˜ 〈A(x; y); x; y | 〉 by coinduction. The rela-
tion R containing -, this pair, its closings, and the closings of the con;gurations
〈x; y;+′(x; y) | 〉 and 〈A(x; y); S(x); y | 〉, is a simulation, and so is its symmetric.
Copying before erasing or just erasing. In the system of the interaction combinators,
replacing a net of the form
by the agent # seems an intuitive optimization. We can prove that they are bisimilar by
coinduction, showing that there is a bisimulation B containing the pair ((c; 1); (c′; 1))
where c= 〈"(#; #) | 〉 and c′= 〈# | 〉. The main Theorem 26 tells us then that these con-
;gurations are contextually equivalent and, therefore, we can replace the ;rst one by
the second one in any context, without altering the behaviour of the program—the
optimization is correct.
Agents $ and ". The following nets are bisimilar:
To show this using the coinduction principle it is su<cient to consider a relation
containing  and these pairs, for any closing of the free principal port. The interesting
closings are built by adding an agent #, $, or " (the closings using just wires do not
reduce to a value with a visible interface). The case of # is trivial. For the other cases,
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by reducing to interface normal form we obtain con;gurations that have the same
visible agents and whose kernels are easily shown to be bisimilar, hence contained in
our relation.
3-rules for $ and ". The following nets are bisimilar:
We prove this by coinduction, using a relation containing  and these pairs, together
with their closings, as in the previous example. To simplify the proof, one may use
the main Theorem 26.
Note that these last two equivalences are neither included in the equational theory
(since the nets are diDerent normal forms) nor provable using the path semantics
developed by Lafont [12].
Encoding of the -calculus. There are a wealth of optimizations that can be applied
in various systems of interaction nets for the -calculus. We just mention here two
examples that can be applied in the systems [13,14].
The ;rst example is a commonly occurring con;guration that arises during compu-
tation in these systems. The agent c is a copying agent, and # is an erasing agent. The
following equivalence states that to copy a net, then erase one of the copies is the
same as doing nothing at all; clearly a substantial optimization.
A second example is an 3-rule for erasing agents:
(One has to take care to distinguish between # (erase) and W (weakening) agents for
this example, which were represented as a single agent in the systems mentioned: the
rule does not apply to W agents.)
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Both of these examples can be proved equivalent using the techniques presented in
this paper.
Non-termination. Finally, we give an example where one of the nets does not have an
interface normal form. Consider the net represented by c= 〈y | (#)== ((y))〉 and
the rule (a) ./ (((a))). We have the following non-terminating reduction sequence:
〈y | (#)== ((y))〉 → 〈y | #== a; ((a))== (y)〉
→ 〈y | ((#))== (y)〉
→ · · · :
Since c does not have an interface normal form, then c -˜ c′ for any c′. Let v be
a con;guration in interface normal form but without a visible interface, for example
v= 〈x |y= "(x; y)〉. Also in this case v -˜ c′ for any c′. In particular, c ˜ v.
6. Contextual equivalence
We begin with the de;nition of context. We will de;ne a set of operations that build
a context for a con;guration, in the same way that closings were de;ned by operations
on con;gurations. But there are more operations in the case of contexts, and we can
have a sequence of operations instead of just one operation.
De nition 22 (Context). A context at position i for a con;guration
c = 〈˜t |〉
is de;ned by a (possibly empty) sequence of operations, that is, a context may be
empty, or inductively de;ned as follows (we distinguish three cases according to the
;rst operation used), where k = i, or k = j if there is an open path starting at position
i and ;nishing at position j in c.
(1) Addition of agent by principal port: This operation replaces tk in t˜ by a list of
variables z1; : : : ; zp ∈N(u˜), and adds to  the equation tk == (u˜), where
•  is any agent and
• the terms in u˜ are either new variables (in which case they can occur twice in
(u˜) or once in (u˜) and once in z˜) or elements of t˜, in which case they are
erased from t˜.
In this case the rest of the sequence is the concatenation of contexts at the positions
of the variables z1; : : : ; zp in the new head and at the new position of ti if i 
= k.
(2) Addition of agent by auxiliary port: This operation replaces tk in t˜ by a list of
variables z1; : : : ; zp occurring free in y== (u˜) and adds this equation to , where
•  is any agent and
• the terms in u˜ are either new variables (in which case they can occur twice in
(u˜) or once in (u˜) and once in z˜) or elements of t˜, in which case they are
erased from t˜. The term tk must occur in u˜.
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Also in this case the rest of the sequence is composed of contexts at the positions
of the variables z1; : : : ; zp in the new head and at the new position of ti if i 
= k.
(3) Addition of a wire: erase tk and another term tp in t˜ and add tk == tp to . In this
case the rest of the sequence is empty if i= k, otherwise it is a context at the new
position of ti.






(c)) the result of applying an operation
op of the ;rst (resp. second, third) class to the con;guration c at position i, using
the positions j˜ in t˜. We write opi; j˜ (c) when we do not need to distinguish the kind
of operation applied. We denote by Ci[c] the con;guration resulting of applying the
context C, de;ned by a sequence of operations as above, to the con;guration c at
position i, and by C(c; i) a generic context for c at position i.
We compute the set of new observable positions NPC(c; i) of Ci[c] as follows: we
start with the set {i}, and compute a new set each time we perform an operation.
The ;rst and second operations add the positions of the variables z1; : : : ; zp in the new
head, and if i= k they erase i, otherwise they replace i by the new position of ti in the
head. The third operation simply erases the position i from the set if i= k, otherwise
replaces i by the new position of ti.
We will also denote by Ci[c′] the result of applying to a con;guration c′ comparable
with c the operations that de;ne a context at position i for c.
Graphically, the ;rst two operations correspond to connecting an agent  to an
observable port of the net (using the principal port of  in the ;rst one, and an auxiliary
port in the second one). The third operation corresponds to adding a wire connecting
the observable ports k and p. Closings are particular cases of contexts de;ned by one
operation of the ;rst or third class.
De nition 23 (Contextual preorder and contextual equivalence). Let c,c′ be compara-
ble con;gurations with n elements in the head.
c 6˜ c′ def⇔ ∀i ∈ [1 : : : n]; (c; i)6 (c′; i)
(c; i) 6 (c′; i) def⇔ ∀C(c; i);∀p ∈ NPC(c; i); Ci[c] ⇓p v ∈Vp ⇒
∃v′; (Ci[c′] ⇓p v′ and
either SVAp(v; v′)
or ¬Constrp(v; v′));
(c; i) = (c′; i) def⇔ (c; i)6 (c′; i) and (c′; i)6 (c; i);
c =˜ c′ def⇔ ∀i ∈ [1 : : : n]; (c; i) = (c′; i):
Remark 24. Abramsky’s de;nition for untyped -calculus is based on convergence:
Let t; t′ ∈50 (closed -terms),
t 6 t′ def⇔∀C[] ∈ 50; C[t] ⇓⇒ C[t′] ⇓ :
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This is natural since there is only one constructor (), therefore convergence of closed
terms is equivalent to convergence to the same constructor. Our de;nition subsumes
this one, but since we can have more constructors (or none), apart from requiring that
equivalent programs behave in the same way with respect to convergence, we also
require that they produce the same agent, or at least not diDerent constructors.
As for the notion of bisimilarity, there are several alternative de;nitions of contextual
equivalence (depending on the notion of context that we use and the kind of obser-
vations that we make). The de;nition that we have given corresponds to the notion
of bisimilarity of De;nition 16, as we will show in the following section. This result
justi;es the use of coinductive techniques to prove contextual equivalence of nets.
7. Main result
In this section we show that the notions of contextual equivalence and bisimilarity
coincide, if the interaction net system has “enough contexts”. We need to ensure that
there are enough contexts in  to extract the kernels of all the values.
De nition 25. A system of interaction is complete if for any v∈Vi with visible agent
 at position i, there exists a context C such that
∀p ∈ NPK(v; i); (Ki(v); p)  (Ci [v]; p) and p ∈ NPC(v; i):
For example, if we have lists de;ned by the agents cons and nil (constructors), and
append (destructor) implements the concatenation of lists, the system is not complete:
no context can extract the elements of the lists. To complete the system, we add for
instance the agents head and tail with the corresponding interaction rules allowing us
to extract the ;rst element of the list (head) and the rest (tail).
Theorem 26. The contextual preorder 6˜ (resp. equivalence =˜) coincides with simi-
larity -˜ (resp. bisimilarity ˜) when the interaction net system is complete.
If the system is not complete then similarity (resp. bisimilarity) is included in the
contextual preorder (resp. equivalence) but not necessarily the converse.
Proof. We will prove the inclusions:
(1) -⊆6, and
(2) 6⊆- assuming completeness.
The ;rst one is the most di<cult to prove. It is su<cient to show that - is preserved by
context, more precisely, (c; i)- (c′; i)⇒∀C(c; i);∀p∈NPC(c; i); (Ci[c]; p)-(Ci[c′]; p).
We will prove that each of the operations used to build a context preserves -. A
relation that is a preorder (i.e. reHexive and transitive) preserved by these operations
will be called a precongruence. We will then prove that - is a precongruence.
Proposition 27 (Preorder). - is reAexive and transitive.
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Proof. ReAexivity: The set of pairs ((c; i); (c; i)) is a simulation since ⇓ is deterministic
(Proposition 8). Therefore - is reHexive by coinduction.
Transitivity: - ◦-= 〈- 〉 ◦ 〈- 〉⊆ 〈- ◦- 〉.
To prove that - is preserved by the operations that build a context, we will follow
Howe’s method [9] and use an auxiliary relation -∗, called the Precongruence can-
didate. The relation -∗ will be easily shown to be preserved by the operations; the
main task will be to show that it coincides with -.
De nition 28 (Precongruence candidate). Let c; c′ be comparable con;gurations with
n elements in their heads.
c-˜∗c′ def⇔ ∀i ∈ [1 : : : n]; (c; i)-∗ (c′; i)
(c; i)-∗ (c′; i) def⇔ either (c; i)- (c′; i);
or c= opp;˜j (d); i ∈ NPop(d; p);
(d; q)-∗ (d′; q);∀q ∈ j˜ and
(opp;˜j (d
′); i)- (c′; i)
The relation -˜∗ enjoys the following properties.
Proposition 29. (1) -˜⊆ -˜∗.
(2) -˜∗ is reAexive.
(3) c -˜∗ c′; c′ -˜ c′′⇒ c -˜∗ c′
(4) -˜∗ is preserved by context: c -˜∗ c′⇒∀i; ∀C(c; i); Ci[c] -˜∗ Ci[c′].
Proof.
(1) By de;nition of -∗.
(2) Using the previous part and reHexivity of -.
(3) By de;nition of -∗, using transitivity of -.
(4) For the positions not aDected by the context (i.e. ∀p 
∈NPC(c; j)), we obtain
(Cj[c]; p)-∗ (Cj[c′]; p) by induction on the de;nition of -∗, using the fact that
(c; i)- (c′; i) implies (Cj[c]; i′)- (Cj[c]; i′) for j 
= i and where i′ is the new posi-
tion of i in Cj[c]. For the positions p∈NPC(c; j), we obtain (Cj[c]; p)-∗(Cj[c′]; p)
by induction on the number of operations in C. For one operation the property
holds by de;nition of -∗, using reHexivity of -.
To prove that - is a precongruence it is su<cient to prove that it coincides with
-∗, as the following theorem says.
Theorem 30. - is a precongruence iB -∗=-.
Proof. Assume - is a precongruence. We have already proved -⊆-∗ (Proposi-
tion 29), and we can prove -∗⊆- by induction on the de;nition of -∗ using the
fact that - is transitive and a precongruence.
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Assume -∗=-. Since -∗ is preserved by context, and we have already proved that
- is a preorder, we deduce that it is a precongruence.
It remains to prove -˜∗⊆ -˜. By coinduction, we will prove that if c; c′ are comparable
con;gurations with n terms in their heads, then c -˜∗ c′ implies (c; i)〈-∗〉(c′; i) for
16i6n. We do this in two steps:
Proposition 31. (1) v∈Vi ; (v; i)-∗ (c′; i)⇒ (v; i)〈-∗〉(c′; i);
(2) c -˜∗ c′; c⇓i v∈Vi⇒ v -˜∗ c′
Proof.
(1) Assume (v; i)-∗ (c′; i). Since v∈Vi, only two cases of the de;nition of -∗ are
possible:
(a) (v; i)- (c′; i), in which case c′ ⇓i v′ and
either SVAi(v; v′) and
∀p ∈ NPK(v; i); (Ki(v); p)-(Ki(v′); p);
which implies that (Ki(v); p)-∗(Ki(v′); p) by de;nition of -∗, otherwise
¬Constri(v; v′) and ∀p∈NPcl(v; i); (cli(v); p)- (cli(v′); p);




(d), ∀q∈ j˜; (d; q)-∗ (d′; q), and (op2
p; j˜
(d′); i)- (c′; i). That is, v is
obtained by adding an agent at position p to d, leaving its principal port free
(position i). Since op2
p; j˜
(d′)∈Vi (by induction on the de;nition of -∗), the
latter implies that c′ ⇓i v′ and:
• either SVAi(op2p; j˜ (d′); v′) and ∀r∈NPK(v; i); (Ki(op2p; j˜ (d′)); r)-(Ki(v′); r),
in which case, since Ki(op2p; j˜ (d
′))=d′, Ki(v)=d and the positions r
coincide with the positions q, we obtain
∀r ∈ NPK(v; i); (Ki(v); r)-∗ (Ki(v′); r)
by Proposition 29, part 3.
• or ¬Constri(op2p; j˜ (d′); v′) and
∀r ∈ NPcl(op2p;˜j(d′); i); (cli(op2p;˜j(d′)); r)- (cli(v′); r);
in which case, we deduce ¬Constri(v; v′), and since -∗ is preserved by the
operations that build a context (which include the operations that de;ne a
closing), we obtain (cli(v); r)-∗(cli(v′); r) by Proposition 29, part 3.
(2) It is su<cient to prove that ∀i;∀j; (c; i)-∗ (c′; i) and c⇓j v∈Vj⇒ (v; i)-∗ (c′; i).
We prove this by induction, using the well-founded lexicographic ordering asso-
ciated to ⇓j and the size of c. If c= v then we are done. If c⇓j v∈Vj and c 
= v,
we analyse each possible case for (c; i)-∗ (c′; i).
(a) (c; i)- (c′; i). Since - is preserved by reduction (Theorem 21), (v; i)- (c′; i),
hence (v; i)-∗ (c′; i).
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(b) c= op1
p; j˜
(d); i∈NPop1 (d; p);∀q∈ j˜(p∈ j˜); (d; q)-∗ (d′; q); and (op1p; j˜ (d′); i)
- (c′; i).
If j is not related to i, then d⇓j u∈Vj with an equivalent derivation, and
since the size of the con;guration decreased, by induction we get (u; q)-∗
(d′; q). If j is related to i then d⇓p u∈Vp with a shorter derivation, and again
by induction, (u; q)-∗ (d′; q).







(u)⇓j v with a shorter derivation than c⇓j v, then we get (v; i)-∗(c′; i)
by Proposition 29, part 3. Otherwise, d= u and u∈Vp. Note that the operation
created an active pair between the agent with principal port free at position p
and the new agent added, let R be the right-hand side of the associated rule.
By the previous part, we deduce (u; p)- (d′; p). Then d′ ⇓p v′ such that
(i) either SVAp(u; v′) and ∀r ∈NPK(u; p); (Kp(u); r)- (Kp(v′); r), in which
case (Kp(u); r)-∗(Kp(v′); r). Let e be the con;guration obtained by adding
to Kp(u) the right-hand side R of the interaction rule for the active pair
created (using the operations), and e′ the con;guration obtained by ap-
plying the same operations to Kp(v′). The relation -∗ is preserved by
these operations (since ∀q∈ j˜(p∈ j˜); (d; q)-∗ (d′; q); and we can show
by induction on the de;nition of -∗ that they are still in the relation after
erasing the agent at position p), therefore (e; i)-∗ (e′; i). Since c′↔ e′,
(e′; i)- (c′; i). Therefore by Proposition 29, (e; i)-∗(c′; i). Now we can
apply the induction hypothesis to e, which reduces to v with a shorter
derivation, hence (v; i)-∗ (c′; i).
(ii) or ¬Constrp(u; v′) and ∀r ∈NPcl(u; p); (clp(u); r)- (clp(v′); r). In this case,
since c is a particular closing of u at position p, and - includes the equa-
tional theory, we obtain (v; i)-∗ (c′; i).
(c) c= op2
p; j˜
(d); i∈NPop2 (d; p); (d; q)-∗ (d′; q); for q∈ j˜; and (op2p; j˜ (d′); i)
- (c′; i).
Since c 
= v, j 
= i. Therefore d⇓j v′ and by induction (v′; q)-∗ (d′; q), ∀q∈ j˜.
Since -∗ is preserved by the operations we obtain (v; i)-∗ (op2
p; j˜
(d′); i), and
by Proposition 29, (v; i)-∗ (c′; i).
(d) c= op3p; j1 ; j2 (d); i∈NPop3 (d; p) (i.e. there is an open path from i to j1), (d; q)
-∗ (d′; q), for q∈ j˜, and (op3
p; j˜
(d′); i)- (c′; i).
This case is similar to the second one. Again the di<culty appears when
d= u∈Vj1 ;Vj2 . Using the previous part, we deduce that (d; q)- (d′; q) for
q= j1; j2. Therefore d′ ⇓j1 v′ such that either:
(i) SVAj1 (u; v
′) and ∀r ∈NPK (u; j1); (Kj1 (u); r)- (Kj1 (v′); r); or
(ii) ¬Constrj1 (u; v′) and ∀r ∈NPcl(u; j1); (clj1 (u); r)- (clj1 (v′); r). In this case,
since c is a particular closing of u at position j1, and - includes the equa-
tional theory, we obtain (v; i)-∗ (c′; i).
In the ;rst case, we also know that (d; j2)- (v′; j2) and therefore v′ ⇓j2 v′′
and again we have two cases. The second one is solved as before. In the
;rst one we know that v′′ has the same visible agents at positions j1 and
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j2 as u, and by coinduction we can show that (Kj1 ; j2 (d); r)- (Kj1 ; j2 (v
′′); r)
for all r ∈NPK(d; j1; j2). And since -⊆-∗, and -∗ is preserved by the
operations, we can add the right hand side of the rule for the active pair
obtaining (e; i)-∗ (e′; i). Since c′↔ e′, (e′; i)- (c′; i). Therefore by Propo-
sition 29, (e; i)-∗ (c′; i). We can now apply the induction hypothesis to e,
which reduces to v with a shorter derivation, hence (v; i)-∗ (c′; i).
This concludes the proof of the ;rst inclusion: -⊆6.
To prove the second inclusion we use coinduction: it is su<cient to show 6⊆〈6〉.
Assume (c; i)6(c′; i). By de;nition of6, using an empty context, c ;⇓i v∈Vi⇒∃v′; c′⇓i
v′ and either SVAi(v; v′) or ¬Constri(v; v′). In the latter case we are done, since clos-
ings are particular cases of contexts. We only need to prove that in the ;rst case
(Ki(v); p)6(Ki(v′); p); ∀p ∈ NPK(v; i). But we know by completeness that (Ki(v); p)
 (Ci [v]; p);∀p∈NPK(v; i). Moreover, since bisimilarity includes the equational the-
ory (Theorem 21), and (c; i)6(c′; i): (Ci [v]; p) (Ci [c]; p)6(Ci [c′]; p) (Ci [v′]; p).
Again by completeness (since SVAi(v; v′)), (Ci [v
′]; p) (Ki(v′); p).
Since we have already proved ⊆= , we get
(Ki(v); p)6 (Ki(v′); p); ∀p ∈ NPK(v; i)
as required.
8. Conclusion
In this paper we have presented a notion of bisimilarity for (untyped) interaction nets,
and shown that it coincides with a notion of contextual equivalence. Therefore we have
a simple proof technique (coinduction) for showing when two nets are operationally
equivalent. We also remark that systems of typed interaction nets are included in this
framework, and thus the results of this paper extend our earlier work [3].
One of the main applications that we see for this work are general correctness proofs
for optimizations in interaction net implementations of various systems, such as the
-calculus or term rewriting systems.
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